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Object Tracking With Only Background Cues
Annan Li, Member, IEEE, and Shuicheng Yan, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Background cues mainly play a supplementary or
accompanying role in most previous approaches for object track-
ing. If object tracking is treated as a binary target/background
classification problem, then the similarity with the target and
the difference from the background can be considered equally
informative. This leads to an interesting question: is it possible to
perform object tracking using background cues only? To answer
this question, we propose an object tracking approach that
utilizes background cues only. The extensive experimental results
positively validate the possibility of performing object tracking
using background cues only. The results revealed in this paper
also provide a new reference in designing future object tracking
methods.

Index Terms— Background cues, object tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

OBJECT tracking is a fundamental problem in computer
vision [1]. Great progress has been made in constrained

settings, such as the scenarios with rigid objects or stationary
cameras. Although lots of approaches have been proposed
during the past decades, for unconstrained scenarios, robust
tracking still remains a challenging and unsolved problem.

One of the key challenges is the appearance variation of the
object. In real-world scenarios, variations in the appearance
of an object can be caused by many factors, such as shape
deformation, pose variation, and occlusion. Different factors
usually cause different variations, and the appearances of
different kinds of objects may also vary in different ways.
Therefore, it is very difficult to handle all kinds of varia-
tions with one unique solution due to the great variety of
possible changes. In [2], several state-of-the-art methods are
evaluated on sequences with different challenging factors. The
experimental results show that none of these methods can
perform well on all the sequences. How to cover more kinds
of variations is a complicated and difficult problem.

In the past decades, many object tracking methods have
been proposed [1]. However, the above-mentioned problem
still has not been well addressed. In essence, a better tracker
requires a higher level of understanding about the visual
objects, which is quite complex and challenging. In this paper,
we show that this may be avoided in some scenarios. Differ-
ent from the previous approaches that focus on the objects,
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Fig. 1. People can perceive the motion of the target even when its appearance
is inconsistent. In the image sequence (a) the moving object is replaced by
a patch of random color. Viewing this sequence, people can perceive the
movement of the object as well as they view the original sequence (b). For
better viewing, please see the original pdf file.

we study the object tracking problem only using background
information.

Our study is based on the following observation. In an image
sequence shown in Fig. 1(a), a moving object is replaced by
patches of random colors. By observing this sequence, we
can perceive the movement of the object as well as observe
the original sequence shown in Fig. 1(b). The appearance
consistency of the object is the basis of most object tracking
approaches. Although it does not hold in the sequence (a), we
can still perceive the movement. This implies that other cues
may help us to perceive the movement. In the sequence (a),
the patch color is not consistent, but it is always different
from the background color. In other words, we can perceive
the movement not only when it is the object but also when it
is not the background.

Compared with the being-the-target criterion, the not-being-
the-background criterion possesses a natural advantage, i.e.,
robustness to the appearance variation of an object. When
an object changes its appearance, the difference between
the object and the background may not necessarily shrink.
Thus, the problem of appearance variation can be considerably
avoided.
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The above observation and analysis lead to an interesting
question: can an object be tracked using only background
cues? We study this question in this paper and show the
feasibility of tracking visual objects using only background
cues.

Background cues have been used in the previous studies
of object tracking. For the scenarios with stationary cameras,
background subtraction is proved to be effective [1]. For the
approaches designed for dynamic cameras, background cues
are combined with target object cues. However, background
cues usually play a supplementary or companying role, which
means that background information cannot be used inde-
pendently in these approaches. Different from the previous
approaches, background cues are used independently for object
tracking in this paper, which is proved to be feasible according
to the extensive experimental results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives a brief review of the related work. The
proposed tracking approach based on background cues only
is described in Section III. Section IV shows the experimental
results. Conclusion and discussion are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Object tracking is an active topic in the computer vision
literature. A number of methods have been proposed during the
past three decades. From the perspective of background infor-
mation utilization, the previous object tracking approaches
can be divided into two categories. Methods in the first cate-
gory usually construct trackers by describing the target itself
[3], [4], while those in the second category use the information
of both the target and the background. According to the ways
of utilizing background information, the approaches in the
second category can be further divided into three subcate-
gories, i.e., the approaches based on discriminative models,
those using context information in the background, and those
based on target/background segmentation. Here, we mainly
focus on the second category.

Approaches based on discriminative models treat object
tracking as a binary classification problem. In such approaches,
background elements are used as negative samples to train
a target versus background classifier. Meer [5] addressed
the problem of distinguishing a target from the background
in their mean-shift (MS) algorithm by downweighting the
colors of the object according to the color of the back-
ground. Collins et al. [6] further extended this approach using
online feature selection to switch to the most discriminative
color space from a set of different color spaces. Avidan [7]
proposed a tracking approach that distinguishes between the
object and the background by an ensemble of weak classifiers
trained in an online way. Grabner and Bischof [8] pro-
posed a tracking approach that updates the target/background
classifier incrementally via online AdaBoost (OAB) feature
selection. This work was further extended by semisupervised
learning in [9]. Besides the above-mentioned approaches,
many target/background classifier-based approaches have also
been proposed in recent years. For example, Babenko et
al. [10] used multiple instance learning (MIL) and Kalal et

al. [11] used positive and negative learning to enhance the
target/background classifier.

Besides building the target/background classifier, back-
ground cues can also be used as context information to assist
the target tracker. Cerman et al. [12] used a single companion
region close to the target to improve the tracking results.
In [13], auxiliary objects in the background were used to
improve the performance of tracking. The auxiliary objects
should have three properties: 1) persistent co-occurrence with
the target; 2) consistent motion correlation to the target; and
3) being easy to track. While tracking the target object, the
auxiliary objects are also tracked. Positions of the target object
are predicted by fusing auxiliary object trackers and the target
tracker. Grabner et al. [14] proposed to learn the supporters
coupled with the target to predict the positions of invisible
target objects. The coupling is obtained via generalized Hough
transform. The proposed approach can improve the tracking
performance, especially when the object is heavily occluded.

The contours or silhouettes generally lie between the
background and the target. In the segmentation-based track-
ing approaches, background cues are naturally utilized.
In [15]–[18], level sets are adopted for target/ground segmen-
tation. Ren and Malik [19] treated object tracking as a repeated
figure/ground segmentation problem, and segmented the object
from the background using superpixels. Wang et al. [20] also
represented the target and the background by superpixel-based
segmentation. In their approach, superpixels are clustered
by MS for constructing a discriminative appearance model.
Besides the level sets and superpixels, Fan et al. [21] adopted
the matting technique to obtain fine segmentation of target
objects.

Regardless of the ways of utilizing background cues, the
above-mentioned approaches all treat the background cues as
a supplement or accompaniment to the target model, which
means that the background cues cannot be used independently.
The key difference between the above-mentioned approaches
and our method is that we use the background cues indepen-
dently and solely.

III. TRACKING WITH ONLY BACKGROUND CUES

A. Tracking Framework

The problem of object tracking is mainly composed of
two issues: 1) matching and 2) searching. The former defines
how to compute the similarity with the target, and the lat-
ter is about how to find the position of the target. In our
approach, matching is performed using a confidence map
that describes the possibility of each pixel belonging to the
target. The position of the target is estimated by searching
on the confidence map with motion constraints. The details
of computing the confidence map and the motion model are
given in Sections III-B and III-C, respectively.

The differences between our method and previous tracking
approaches lie in the way of computing the target/background
confidence map, including two main aspects. The first aspect
is the input. For the object tracking problem, the output is the
estimation of target position in the new frame, and the input
usually includes a new frame and previous frames with esti-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Input of our tracking method. Besides (a) new frame, we only use
the elements outside the bounding box in (b) previous frame.

mated positions of the target. Usually, the position of the target
is given by a rectangle bounding box. Previous approaches
build generative tracking models using the elements inside
the bounding box or discriminative models using the elements
both inside and outside the bounding box. As shown in Fig. 2,
besides the new frame, we only use the elements outside the
bounding box in the previous frame. It should be pointed out
that we only use the rectangle bounding box for separating
the target from the background. This means that we do not
use any contour information of the target, which reflects the
information of both the target and the background. Here,
we emphasize that the background we mean includes all the
image elements except the target object. Other moving or static
objects are considered as part of the background.

The second aspect of difference is the criterion of computing
the confidence. Previous approaches obtain the confidence by
the similarity with the target. In our method, we compute the
confidence according to the difference from the background.

Considering that object tracking is a continuous process,
the appearances of the target and the background should be
consistent in a short period. Thus, using multiple frames can
produce more stable results. In this paper, we represent the
background color by principal component analysis (PCA).
At the beginning of the tracking process, the PCA model
is computed using all the available previous frames. When
many frames are available, we only use a few recent frames.
The PCA model updates for every new frame in the tracking
process. The main steps of the proposed algorithm are sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.

B. Background Confidence Map

The color reflects the physical properties of the object,
and is robust to shape deformation. Therefore, representing
visual objects by color histograms is very popular in the
research on object tracking [3], [4]. In this paper, we also
use color information to compute the background (target)
confidence map.

Although color histogram-based representation is robust to
shape deformation, it is sensitive to the sampling regions.
Usually, color histograms are calculated using the pixels
sampled from rectangle image patches. However, the shapes
of visual objects are usually not rectangle. Therefore, noise
elements are inevitably involved in the histogram calculation.
The noise in the color histograms can be reduced by perform-
ing segmentation on the sampling regions. References [19]
and [20] show that superpixel segmentation is effective in

Algorithm 1 Tracking Framework
Input: n video frames f1, . . . , fn and the target bounding
box (rectangle) in the first frame r1
Output: The estimated bounding box r2, . . . , rn

for i = 2 to kfrm do
Compute the PCA background color model using frame
f1, . . . , fi−1
Compute the background confidence map using frame fi ,
fi−1, and the PCA model
Estimate ri according to the confidence map and motion
model

end for
for i = kfrm + 1 to n do

Compute the PCA background color model using frame
fi−kfrm , . . . , fi−1
Compute the background confidence map using frame fi ,
fi−1, and the PCA model
Estimate ri according to the confidence map and motion
model

end for

improving the representation of the target and the background.
In this paper, we also adopt superpixel segmentation.

The estimated position of the target is given by a rectangle
bounding box. As shown in Fig. 3, we first extract a region of
interest (ROI) from the new frame according to the position of
the bounding box in the previous frame. Then, simple linear
iterative clustering (SLIC) superpixel segmentation [22] is
performed on the ROI. As can be seen, the colors are relatively
pure in each superpixel. After that, a larger ROI is also sam-
pled in the previous frame. Since we only use the background
elements, the elements in the bounding box are excluded in
the superpixel segmentation. Based on the segmentation, each
ROI can be represented by a set of superpixels. In addition,
each superpixel is represented by the position of its center and
a color histogram in the hue, saturation, and value color space.
Therefore, assuming that there are m superpixels in the ROI of
the new frame, the representation of the new frame is denoted
as SPnew = {(x1, y1, h1), (x2, y2, h2), . . . , (xm, ym , hm)}. For
each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, (xi , yi ) is the center position of the ith
superpixel, and hi is its corresponding color histogram. Simi-
larly, the previous frame can be represented as SPprevious =
{(x∗

1 , y∗
1 , h∗

1), (x∗
2 , y∗

2 , h∗
2), . . . , (x∗

n , y∗
n , h∗

n)}. Here, n is the
number of superpixels in the previous frame.

For the ith superpixel in the new frame and the jth super-
pixel in the previous frame, the similarity si j between them is
defined as

si j = we−γd di j + (1 − w)e−γcci j . (1)

Here, w ∈ [0, 1] is the weight. γd and γc are positive

normalization scalars. di j = ((
xi − x∗

j

)2 + (
yi − y∗

j

)2)1/2

denotes the Euclidean distance between the centers of the
two superpixels, and ci j is the similarity between histograms
hi and h∗

j . Denote the principal component matrix of the
background PCA model as WPCA, which is learned from the
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of computing the background confidence map.

background superpixels in several previous frames. The color
similarity ci j is given by

ci j = ∥
∥W T

pcahi − W T
pcah∗

j

∥
∥. (2)

Denote the background confidence of the ith superpixel in the

new frame as Cbkg
i . It can be given by its maximum similarity

to the superpixels in the previous frame

Cbkg
i = max si j , s.t. j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. (3)

In this paper, we replace the similarity with the target by the
difference from the background. As aforementioned, if object
tracking is formulated as a binary classification problem,
they can be considered equally informative. Therefore, the
target confidence of the ith superpixel can be computed as
C target

i = 1 − Cbkg
i .

C. Motion Model

Our proposed tracking approach contains two main steps.
In the first step, a confidence map is computed. The second
step, as described in this section, is to estimate the target
position based on the confidence map. In this paper, we use
rectangle bounding boxes to represent the positions of the
targets. A bounding box is described by the position of its
center P = (x, y)T and its scale S = (w, h)T , where w is the
width of the bounding box and h is its height.

The estimation of the target position also includes two steps:
1) sampling and 2) weighting. In the first step, N candidate
bounding boxes are sampled randomly on the confidence map.
In the second step, the sampled candidates are weighted by
the motion models that are assumed to follow the Gaussian
distribution. We use two Gaussian distributions to describe
the movement of the target. One is for position, and the other
is for scale. Let Pt = {Pt

1 , Pt
2 , . . . , Pt

N } be the centers of the
candidates, and St = {St

1, St
2, . . . , St

N } be the scales. For any
k ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N], the probability of belonging to the target for
the kth candidate is denoted as p(Pt

k |Pt−1). Here, Pt−1 is the
center of the bounding box in the previous frame. Similarly,
the probability given by the scale distribution is denoted as

p(St
k |St−1), and St−1 is the scale of the bounding box in

the last frame. p(Pt
k |Pt−1) and p(St

k |St−1) can be calculated
according to

p
(
Pt

k |Pt−1) = 1

2π |�p| 1
2

e
(

Pt
k −Pt−1

)T
�−1

p

(
Pt

k −Pt−1
)

p
(
St

k |St−1) = 1

2π |�s | 1
2

e
(

St
k−St−1

)T
�−1

s

(
St

k−St−1
)
. (4)

In the above equations, �p =
[

σp 0
0 σp

]
and �s =

[
σs 0
0 σs

]
are diagonal covariance matrices whose diagonal

elements are the standard deviations σp and σs . Lacking prior
knowledge of the target objects, we set σp and σs empirically
in the experiments.

The target confidence of the kth candidate Confk is obtained
by its mean confidence value in the sampled region. Its
weighted confidence is given by

Confweighted
k = Confk · p

(
Pt

k |Pt−1) · p
(
St

k |St−1). (5)

We choose the candidate with the maximal weighted confi-
dence value as the estimation of the target bounding box.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setups

The proposed approach is evaluated on 12 sequences
for quantitative comparison. The coke and dollar sequences
from [10], the faceocc and woman sequences from [23], the
basketball and singer sequences from [24], the bolt sequence
from [20], and our own sequence garnett are used in the
experiments. We compare our background (BKG)-based track-
ing approach with nine popular and representative target-
based tracking methods. These methods include the fragments
(Frag)-based tracking approach [23], the incremental learning-
based visual tracking (IVT) [25], the MIL [10], MS [4],
color-based particle filters (PFs) [3], OAB [26], semisuper-
vised online boosting (SemiBoost) [9], superpixel tracking
(SPT) [20], and visual tracking decomposition (VTD) [24].
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Fig. 4. Exemplar tracking results. It is evident that our tracker is robust to partial occlusion in both static (coke, dollar, and faceocc sequence) and dynamic
background (woman sequence). It can also handle severe illumination (singer sequence) and shape variations (basketball, bolt, and garnett sequence). For
better viewing, please see the original color pdf file.

In the proposed method, the target/background confidence
map is obtained by performing SLIC superpixel segmentation
on normalized ROI (Fig. 3). Denote the width and height of the
estimated bounding box in the previous frame as w and h. The
width of ROI window is set to 1.5 · max(w, h) in the current
frame and 2 · max(w, h) in the previous frames. The ROI
regions in the current and the previous frame are normalized
to 128 × 128 and 171 × 171, respectively. We perform SLIC
superpixel segmentation using the VLFeat [27]. The region
size and regularizer in SLIC are set to 7 and 0.1, respectively.
In the experiments, parameters w, γd , and γc in (1) are set to

0.1, 0.001, and 1 respectively, and the dimension of the PCA
model is set to 40. Since the image sequences used in the
experiments are obtained from [10] and [20], we adopt their
motion parameters setups.

B. Results on Static Background Sequences

We first evaluate the proposed method on image sequences
with the static background. Three sequences (coke, dollar, and
faceocc) in [10] are used in the experiments. It should be
pointed out that we do not perform background subtraction.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison based on center location errors. For better viewing, please see the original color pdf file.

We compare the results of our method with those of MIL,
Frag, MS, OAB, and SemiBoost methods reported in [10].

The target objects in the three sequences are all rigid objects.
The main challenge of these sequences is partial occlusion.
Some exemplar results of our method and the MIL method are
shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, our method can successfully
track the objects with and without partial occlusion as the MIL
method does. We also show quantitative comparison with MIL,
Frag, MS, OAB, and SemiBoost based on the center location
errors in Figs. 5 and 6.1 We can see that on the coke and
dollar sequences, our method outperforms Frag, and achieves
comparable results with MIL. On the faceocc sequence, our
approach is comparable with MIL, Frag, and MS.

Because of the rigidity, the appearances of target objects in
these sequences are stable if there is no occlusion. However, if

1The results of MIL, Frag, MS, OAB, and SemiBoost methods on coke,
dollar, faceocc, and surfer sequences shown in Figs. 4–6 are cited from [10].

partial occlusion exists, the target appearance may be polluted.
When the pollution accumulates, the estimated position may
drift from the target. It is interesting that the proposed method
is robust to partial occlusion since the background model is not
polluted. In the coke sequence, the target is occluded by the
plants that are part of the static background. In the dollar and
faceocc sequences, targets are occluded by moving hands and a
book. They are modeled as the background before they occlude
the target. As a result, partial occlusion only causes temporary
decline in accuracy of our approach. It does not lead to
drifting. This explains why the proposed method can achieve
comparable performance with MIL on these sequences.

C. Results on Dynamic Background Sequences

Besides the sequences with the static background, we also
conduct experiments on sequences with dynamic background.
Eight publicly available sequences (surfer, basketball, bird1,
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Fig. 6. Average center location errors.

bird2, bolt, singer, transformer, and woman) [10], [20] and one
sequence of our own (garnett) are used in the experiments.
These sequences have different challenging factors besides
the dynamic background. The main challenges in the singer
sequence are large illumination and scale variation, while the
key challenge in surfer is pose change. In the woman, bird1,
and bird2 sequences, the main challenge is partial occlusion.
The main difficulty in the transformer sequence is shape
deformation. For basketball, bolt, and garnett sequences,
the large shape variation and confusion caused by similar
moving objects make the sequences very challenging. Besides
the above-mentioned challenges, the garnett sequence also
contains severe motion blur.

We compare the proposed method with Frag, MS, OAB,
and SemiBoost on the surfer [10] sequence and with MS,
PF, IVT, Frag, MIL, VTD, and SPT on the basketball, bolt,
singer, woman, bird1, bird2, and transformer sequences [20].
On the garnett sequence, the proposed method is compared

TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS BASED ON THE OVERLAP

RATIOS DEFINED IN PASCAL VOC [28]

with SPT. Some exemplar results and center location error
comparisons are shown in Figs. 4–6,2 respectively.

Our method achieves comparable results with MIL, OAB,
and SemiBoost on the surfer sequence. On basketball, bolt,
bird1, and bird2 sequences, our method achieves comparable
performance with the SPT method, which gets the best per-
formance. On woman and transformer sequences, our method
performs better than MS, Frag IVT, and VTD, but not as
accurately as SPT. Generally speaking, on these sequences, the
proposed method can achieve comparable performance with
those tracking approaches using target information.

On the singer sequence, our method performs better than PF
but not as accurately as other methods. The essential reason
why our method can track the target without using its appear-
ance in previous frames is that the contrast between the target
and the background is usually big enough to distinguish them.
In the singer sequence, the color of the singer’s clothes and the
stage lights are both white. When the stage lighting becomes
strong, the absolute target/background contrast declines, which
leads to accuracy decrease of our method. In this scenario,
using both target and background cues can obtain relative
contrast between the target and the background, which makes
better results than only using background cues.

The singer sequence can be viewed as a scenario where
solely using background cues is vulnerable, while the garnett
sequence is a special case where only using background cues is
better than using both target and background information. The
main challenging factor in the garnett sequence is the severe
motion blur. As shown in Fig. 7, in some frames, the target is
even transparent. The SPT tracker drifts away from the target,
while our tracker successfully tracks the object. Both based
on superpixel segmentation, the SPT tracker is similar to our
tracker except that it uses target information. In the special
case of the garnett sequence, its target color model is severely
polluted by the transparency. As a result, it drifts away from
the target. It shows that in some scenarios, discarding target
cues may reduce drifting.

Besides the center location errors, we also evaluate the pro-
posed method by the number of successful frames according
to the criterion used in the PASCAL VOC [28] challenge.
This criterion is designed for evaluating the results of object

2In Figs. 4–6 and Table I, the results of MS, PF, IVT, Frag, MIL, VTD,
and SPT on basketball, bolt, singer, woman, bird1, bird2, and transformer
sequences are cited from [20]. The results of SPT on the garnett sequence
are obtained by our implementation.
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Fig. 7. Our tracker (solid green rectangles) can handle severe motion blur,
which makes SPT tracker (dotted magenta rectangles) drift away from target.

TABLE II

SPEED OF THE PROPOSED TRACKER IN FRAMES PER SECOND (FPS)

detection. Recently, it is adopted to evaluate the results of
object tracking [10], [23]. The tracking results are evaluated by
the overlap ratio between the predicted bounding box B p and
the ground truth Bgt. The overlap ratio Roverlap is defined by

Roverlap = area(B p ∩ Bgt)

area(B p ∪ Bgt)
. (6)

The object is considered to be successfully tracked only if
Roverlap > 0.5. The results of our method and those of MS,
PF, IVT, Frag, MIL, VTD, and SPT reported in [20] are shown
in Table I. We can see that the proposed method performs the
best on the bolt sequence, and achieves the second place on
basketball, woman, bird1, bird2, and transformer sequences.
On the singer sequence, it is not as accurate as the compared
methods except MS.

It should be pointed out that although some results are
better, we do not claim that our method can outperform the
compared methods. Due to the differences in challenging
factors and implementation details, the experimental results are
not consistent in all sequences, but they are quite encouraging
to validate that it is feasible to track objects using only
background cues. The proposed BKG tracker is evaluated on
a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3110M CPU, and its
average speed on each sequence is shown in Table II.

V. CONCLUSION

In the previous approaches for object tracking, background
cues are usually used as supplements or accompaniments to
the target cues. They cannot be used independently. In this
paper, we for the first time study object tracking using only
background cues. A novel approach for object tracking is
proposed by replacing the similarity with the target criterion
used in the previous approaches with the difference from
the background criterion. Encouraging experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

Note that the key contribution of this paper is not the
proposed tracking method but the phenomenon it reveals.
Tracking an object without using its appearance seems incred-
ible, but our extensive experimental results clearly show

that it is indeed feasible for both static and dynamic back-
ground scenarios. It proves that background cues can be used
independently and solely in object tracking.

This phenomenon will provide a new reference in design-
ing tracking methods. In current discriminative tracking
approaches, the interactions between target information and
background information lead to better prediction. However,
combining them together is not always better than using a
single one of them if the other is severely polluted. Our results
imply that detecting the pollution and temporarily removing
the polluted one may be a better choice than always using both
of them. The removal can include not only the background
information but also the target cues.

It should be pointed out that solely using background cues
is not necessarily always better than only using target cues or
both target and background cues. It depends on the difficulties
of modeling the background. When the background variations
are severe, for example, in the scenario that the environment
illumination changes suddenly, solely using background cues
may be more vulnerable.
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